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Oct 12, 2016 I have a GK440T and it has a Serial number on it of "032761" any ideas as to what it could be or when? John.
#44248040846. Oct 13, 2017 I just bought a 5k40 bass combo with serial number 131822 and after researching I found out that

Ampeg has changed serial numbers so that they don't overlap like this combo does. August 14, 2018 I have a GK400E and the serial
number on it is 403061. Is it possible for a company to change the serial numbers on there products? Can a company make their own
serial numbers or do they have to be. Ampeg: serial number on head vs model Jan 13, 2017 how can i find serial number on amp head
without sold part and cant find it on any other head of same model GK400E Jul 19, 2018 I have a GK 400 8R amp made in 1976, the
serial number is 302617. I can't find any record of the serial number anywhere, does any one know if this is a. serve serial number on
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amp |Ampeg Oct 24, 2016 I recently purchased an amp named: GK-9000RB 6-CHAIN-VISE AMP with Serial number 282961 and I
was wondering if it was in good condition or needs some work. Mar 24, 2018 I have a gk400e and the serial number is 431661. I just

bought it. What does this number represent? May 13, 2018 I have a gk400 with serial number 305469. I just bought it and I was
wondering if it's a good amp or not? May 23, 2018 I have a GK400RB head with a serial number of 403061 and I have no idea what
the model number could be. May 23, 2018 I have a GK400RB with a serial number of 403061. I just bought it and I don't know what
model it is. Mar 14, 2017 I have a gk200e with a serial number of 131822 and I have no idea what the model is, Can you tell me what

the model is please? Thank you. May 11, 2017 I have a GK200E, and the serial number is 5026
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With a little research, I found that the 250B was made from 1979 to 1981. The other bass amps were made from 1978 to 1980. I have
heard of dating something based on year of manufacture, but I have never heard of serial number dating. Nov 17, 2015 According to
Amplifier Research, the number was certainly 1969 or 1970, given that (I think) an “800RB” would be new technology for that time
period. The serial number on the head, however, clearly indicates 1971, since “RH6” is an abbreviation for “Roland Head 6”, which
was the model designation for the GK 100. Stereophile: How Do I Find the Authentic Model Number of an Old Tube Amp? I Need
the Authentic Model Number of an Old Tube Amp. A: To find the model number of an old tube amp, look at the... Dec 28, 2014 For
instance, the 400B has been manufactured from 1971 to 1991 and the 300B from 1958 to the present. The 250B was made from 1978
to 1981 and the original GK 100 was made from 1964 to 1971. We currently offer a 1978 GK 100, a 1976 Roland 250B, a 1958
reissue Marshall 50. The . AMP MODEL DESIGNATION SERIAL NUMBER: In this example, the serial number on the bass head
would be 757-140625. Oct 26, 2017 Looking for the model number of my four tube 300B amp. It's serial number is 14487. (it has 16
ohm speakers) Easiest way to identify a tube amp? Apr 12, 2017 Are there any other tips to identify a tube amp? Or a tube guitar
amp? Feb 16, 2018 The serial number on the stock-pot side of the amp indicates the date the amp was manufactured. If this number
is 10 digit, the amp was made in 1991. If this number is 9 digits, the amp was made in 1990. I have a 1978 Roland 250B with a 4 digit
serial number on the chassis. I need to find its model number. A: In 1978 the manufacturer's "model" designation for a bass amp was
something like... Sep 16, 2014 According to the Hiwatt manual, the serial number on the head is 757. The amp is listed as "24W
RMS" or 24 Watts RMS. Nov 18, 2017 4bc0debe42
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